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U.S. Action Item Report

9901-02 U.S.
Send the appropriate document corresponding to 22.21.03.02 Batch Services {2d/15a} to ITTF for publication.
SC22 N2232 refers as the ballot summary. (OPEN until receipt by ITTF is confirmed.) (Rolled over from 9705-40,
9710-12, 9804-04) -- 
CLOSED - New DIS has been initiated and closes in September, 1999.

9901-05 U.S.
Forward the appropriate draft of CD 13210 Test Methods, when available, to the SC22 secretariat for DIS ballot.
(rolled over from 9710-41, 9804-10.
CLOSED - FDIS 13210 ballot in progress.

9901-08 All Member Bodies
to review and Comment on N768 (LIS Techniques) by August 1. (rolled over from 9804-24) -- OPEN (comments
received from all but US, remains open for US input)
CLOSED - Comments were submitted 

9901-09 Convener and US 
to suggest that material being developed for P1494 and ISO 14766 is ready to become a draft document; and has
been jointly developed. An appropriate copyright statement needs to be developed for such drafts. (rolled over
from 9804-26) -- OPEN 

9901-16 All Member Bodies
Nominate candidates for membership in the REV Rapporteur Group
CLOSED - The US nominates Don Cragun to the Rapporteur Group for REVising 9945-1 and 9945-2 (REV)

9901-17 All Member Bodies
Nominate candidates for membership in the RPC Rapporteur Group
CLOSED - The US nominates Roger Martin to the Rapporteur Group for Procedures and Coordination.

9901-18 All Member Bodies
Review FCD 14651 (SC22 N2844) on sorting, and FCD 14652 (SC22 N2869) on cultural conventions (locales), and
submit comments by 1 April 1999 to the WG20 Liaison (Keld).
CLOSED - The US had no comments.

9901-19 US
Have the US development body call a meeting of the P1494 working group for the two days immediately
preceeding the next WG15 meeting that is co-located with PASC, and reserve a room for that P1494 meeting.
OPEN - The meeting was not held.

9901-20 US
Have the US development body provide electronic copies of the current source text of P1003.18 and P1003.23,
and make those electronic copies available to the P1494 editor (Keld Simonsen) by 1 March 1999.
OPEN - P1003.18 has not been provided. The US expects to provide P1003.23 by the end of July, 1999.

9901-21 UK & US
Identify resources available to progress IEEE Std 1003.23 as an ISO fast track, and recommend the appropriate
course of action for progressing this document.
CLOSED - The US requests the Convener poll the MBs (straw ballot) to determine if sufficient support exists



for fast tracking IEEE Std 1003.23.


